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Yes, wages are up, but so is hiring. That's why this isn't the kind of labor shortage to worry about, economist Heidi Shierholz told Insider.
The July jobs report ends the myth of a 'damaging' labor shortage, former Obama economist says
On today's episode of BuzzFeed Daily, we broke down the top pop culture headlines AND discussed the wild world of medical TikTok. You can listen below or scroll down to read more ...
A Bunch Of Need-To-Know Dick Facts, The Magic Eraser Teeth Whitening Myth, And More From Medical TikTok
Investing for retirement can be overwhelming. It's easy to fall victim to bad information. There are certain investing myths you really need to avoid. You'll probably need more income during ...
3 Investing Myths That Could Get in the Way of Your Dream Retirement
Weight loss myths: "Don't even get me started," the celebrity fitness trainer wrote. She discussed these myths on Instagram Reels.
The More You Sweat The More Fat You Lose- True Or Just A Myth? And More
So let me ask: when you anti-white bigots living in this area look in the mirror and see a color like mine, do you despise what you see as an innate, immutable racist? Do you hate your children ...
Nelson: The myth of white privilege
It’s about time we got back to high fantasy, so let’s examine Age of Myth by Michael J. Sullivan, the first entry in a six-book series. * It’s about 140,000 words, and it’s actually a prequel, set ...
Building Age of Myth: How Sullivan Employs the Neolithic
To make sure these small numbers were reflected in the larger population, researchers have followed data from V-safe, a smartphone-based tool that checks in with people after they receive the COVID-19 ...
COVID-19 and the myth of infertility
Tips: We often look for shortcuts when we are on a weight loss journey. From following fad and unsustainable diets to intense and unrealistic workout routine, all of u ...
7 Weight Loss Myths You Need to Start Ignoring Now!
In conversation with us Dr. Sumita Saha, consultant Neonatologist and Paediatrician, Fortis Hospital Kolkata to discuss with us all about the breastfeeding myths, tips for breastfeeding and ...
You Can’t Produce Enough Milk, If You Have Small Breasts | Breastfeeding Myths Busted By Dr Sumita Saha, Fortis
Noemi Comi balances between fiction and reality, using an ironic language that mimics scientific analysis, to critically and playfully investigate the human nee ...
On the Genesis of Contemporary Myths
Damaging misinformation about COVID-19 is preventing people from getting vaccinated and ultimately helping stop transmission of the virus. Experts at University of Utah Health provides factual ...
COVID-19 and Pregnancy: Myths and Facts
I have written many columns on COVID-19, which has become a major cause of death and disability in all of North America and the world. I have ...
Dear Dr. Roach: Myths, misunderstandings and misleaders about COVID-19
Watch: What is a credit rating and why does it matter? Borrowing money is a fact of modern life. There are 62.8 million credit cards issued across the UK, according to comparison website Finder — ...
Credit and borrowing: 10 myths and truths you need to know
Inspired by Greek mythology, one mural painter describes his works as contemporary Byzantine painting, balancing realism and abstraction. Alix Norman meets him Fikos Antonios is half-way up a wall in ...
Painting the heroes and villains of Greek myth
Dr. Edward Kenyi, born in South Sudan and now in the U.S., debunks myths about vaccines in his community. Yet he can't convince his mother back home to go for it. Maybe this letter will do the trick.
Opinion: Dear Mum, Your Son The Doctor Thinks You Should Get A COVID Vaccine
A group of Louisiana female physicians said Friday that misinformation is incorrectly linking coronavirus vaccines with infertility and bad pregnancy outcomes, adding that the myths have led to concer ...
Here’s how Louisiana physicians are debunking myths about the COVID vaccine and pregnancy
A Space To Hold, Redeemer I," can be viewed by downloading the Popwalk app and visiting The Yard, an outdoor space for public art in ...
New work explores masculine myth of American West in new Colorado Springs public art installation
People with a great amount of U.S.-based crime-related television viewing are more likely to be susceptible to misconceptions regarding the death penalty—irrespective of their age, education, or ...
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